We construct analytic extensions across the Killing horizons of non-extremal and extremal dipole black rings in Einstein-Maxwell's theory using different methods. We show that these extensions are nonglobally hyperbolic, have multiple asymptotically flat regions and in the non-extremal case, are also maximal and timelike complete. Moreover, we find that in both cases the causal structure of the maximally extended space-time resembles that of the 4-dimensional Reissner-Nordström black hole. Furthermore, motivated by the physical interpretation of one of these extensions, we find a separable solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to zero energy null geodesics and relate it to the existence of a conformal Killing tensor and a conformal Killing-Yano tensor in a specific dimensionally reduced space-time.
A short introduction
In the past few years the interest in higher dimensional gravity has increased considerably as it was realized that, taking the dimension of the space-time d as a parameter, the space of possible solutions becomes more complex, intricate and richer as d takes higher values. In particular, in 5-dimensional vacuum gravity many exact analytic solutions were found describing different black hole configurations [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] (to cite only a few). However, many of the properties of these exotic solutions remain to be analyzed, the reason for such being due to the fact that most of these space-times depend strongly on a large number of parameters. The study of the geodesic structure, possible extensions across the Killing horizons, causal relations and of properties such as regularity, stable causality or even global hyperbolicity of the domain of outer communications (d.o.c.) seems in some cases to be unthinkable, despite the fact that such properties must be known for the space-time to have (at least) physical relevance.
Recently a large amount of work has been done in this direction by Chruściel et al. for singly and doubly spinning black rings [7] , [8] , [9] and black saturn configurations [10] . In particular, the maximal analytic extension of singly spinning black rings has been constructed in [7] and moreover shown that the maximally extended space-time has all the nice properties mentioned above. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the global structure of the singly spinning and the doubly spinning black ring resembles very closely that of the 4-dimensional Schwarzschild and Kerr black hole respectively [7] , [8] .
In this paper we focus on a particular solution of Einstein-Maxwell's gravity, namely, that of a dipole black ring [11] , i.e., a black ring charged under a purely magnetic gauge field, and study its global structure. It is expected, due to the close similarity to its neutral correspondent, that the overall properties characterizing this space-time will be somewhat reminiscent of those of the ReissnerNordström (RN) black hole . The key step will necessarily be that of constructing a global coordinate system capable of covering the entire extended space-time. Such extension should exist, at least in the non-extremal case, according to the general analysis done by Wald and Rácz [12] .
In general, given any black hole space-time, there exists a function ∆(y) for which at the horizon y = y h , ∆(y h ) = 0. Kruskal-Szekeres-type coordinates work well for non-extremal black hole spacetimes where ∆(y) exhibits a first order zero at y = y h and have been used to construct extensions in many situations [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [7] , [8] . However, in the extremal case, ∆(y) exhibits a second order zero at y = y h and the methods developed by Carter for the extremal RN and Kerr metrics in [17] , [18] seem to be more appropriate. It has also been constructed Kruskal-Szekeres-inspired coordinates for the extremal RN solution in [19] . Unfortunately, both of these methods work well only in such situations because they can be reduced to a 2-dimensional Lorentzian problem. It should be noted that even in the case of the extremal Kerr metric, in order to use these methods one has to focus on the symmetry axis [17] . Thus, in more complicated cases, such as the one considered here, other methods have to be used.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we give a general overview of the known properties of the dipole black ring space-time, which will be useful for the remaining parts of this work. In Sec. 3 we construct the maximal analytic extension of non-extremal dipole black rings using the methods developed in [7] , [8] and study its causal structure. In Sec. 4 we focus on the extremal case and construct different extensions across the Killing horizons using the methods developed in [20] , [21] , [8] . In Sec.5, motivated by the physical interpretation of one of these extensions we show the existence of a hidden symmetry associated with a conformal Killing tensor and a conformal Killing-Yano tensor in a lower dimensional space-time obtained by Kaluza-Klein reduction. Finally, in Sec. 6 we give an overview of the results obtained here and pose some open problems.
The dipole black ring space-time
The dipole black ring considered here is a solution of Einstein-Maxwell's equations derived from the action
where F µν is the usual Maxwell's stress-energy tensor. It was first found in [11] for a more general class of theories which includes a dilaton coupling and describes an asymptotically flat black hole with S 1 × S 2 horizon topology carying a dipole charge. In this section we briefly review some of the basic properties of the dipole black ring space-time which will be useful for what follows.
The metric
The metric of the dipole black ring can be conveniently written in the form 1
where R is a constant, C = √ λν and
3)
The coordinates t, y, x lie within the ranges −∞ < t < ∞, −∞ < y < −1, and −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 respectively, while the periodicity of the angular coordinates ψ, φ is fixed by requiring regularity at the rotation axis. Moreover, the dimensionless parameters ν, λ, µ must lie within the range 0 < ν ≤ λ ≤ µ < 1.
The metric (2.2) together with the purely magnetic gauge field
where 5) and k 1 is a constant, satisfy the equations of motion that arise by varying the action (2.1).
Regularity at the axis x = ±1
At the axis x = ±1, however, G(x) = 0. So, in order to avoid conical singularities there the following condition must be imposed 2 :
In the case of the neutral singly spinning black ring [1] one could avoid requiring a similar condition and instead obtain the 5-dimensional Myers-Perry family of solutions. Here it is manifest from the form of (2.2) that the choice µ = 1 would avoid g φφ = 0 at x = 1 but on the other hand g φφ would become unbounded there and the solution would not be regular.
1 If we denote the quantities in the metric given in [11] with a bar and perform the coordinate transformationx = 
Asymptotic flatness
Five-dimensional Minkowski space is reached when the 'point' (x, y) → (−1, −1) is approached. In the coordinates (t, y, ψ, x, φ) introduced above the metric is not manifestly asymptotically flat at this 'point', but in a similar fashion as in [6] , [20] , by performing the coordinate transformation
one can bring the metric (2.2) at large ρ into the flat space form
Ergoregion
The ergosurface lies at y = −∞ where F (y) → +∞ and the metric in the coordinates presented in (2.2) is not analytic. However, it is straightforward to check that the transformation y → − 1 Y extends the space-time smoothly across Y = 0 to negative values of Y . In this new region one can introduce again y by the inverse transformation and thus the surfaces {y = ±∞} are identified. Therefore, from hereon we will take y to lie within the interval { 1 ν < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1}, keeping in mind that at y = ±∞ the coordinate Y must be introduced. Thus, the ergoregion has S 1 × S 2 topology and is confined to the interval { 1 ν < y < +∞}, where ∂ t is spacelike and F (y) < 0.
Killing horizons
Even though the metric (2.2) resembles closely that of the singly spinning black ring, the function G(y) has now two distinct first order zeros representing two different Killing horizons. The outer horizon is located at y = 1 ν , while the inner horizon sits at y = 1 λ , which we denote by y ± . In the extremal case, when λ = ν, the two horizons coincide and the function G(y) acquires a second order zero.
Extensions across the Killing horizons, including the extremal case, can be easily constructed in a similar fashion as in [1] , that is, by requiring the g yy component of the metric to vanish. In this case, an extension across the future event horizon can be attained by performing the transformation
In this way, one can analytically continue across the surfaces {y = y ± }, with these surfaces being Killing horizons of the Killing vector fields,
with angular velocities and surface gravities 3
(2.11) 3 The angular velocities given here are not canonically normalized. For a detailed analysis of the physical properties and asymptotic quantities of the dipole black ring see [11] .
These extensions, however, are not maximal and resemble somewhat Eddington-Finkelstein-type coordinates but with the peculiarity that they are only valid in the ergoregion (as well as inside the horizon), and hence do not cover the full space-time parametrized by the coordinates of (2.2). In Sec.4, we give a physical interpretation for this extension and moreover construct coordinates of the same type which do cover the original space-time entirely.
Neutral singly spinning limit
Since the metric has been written in a slightly different form than usual it is worthwhile noting that the neutral singly spinning black ring can be obtained from (2.2) by setting µ = λ 4 . In this case the gauge field (2.4) becomes trivial and can be set to zero using the existent gauge freedom. To see this limit in the metric explicitly, we define the function 12) such that (2.2) takes exactly the same form as the original singly spinning black ring metric of [1] . We will, from hereon, refer to this limit as the neutral limit. If now µ = λ we have thatĜ(ξ) = (1 − ξ 2 )(1 − νξ) and the curvature singularity sits at y = 1 λ , as in the neutral limit.
The curvature singularity
The surface {y = 1 µ } is timelike and represents a real curvature singularity. To show this explicitly note that if there exists a scalar invariant, constructed from the contraction of different copies of the Riemann tensor, that becomes unbounded as y → 1 µ then the surface {y = 1 µ } is an unremovable curvature singularity. An example of such scalar is the Kretschmann scalar which reads 13) and is clearly unbounded as y → 1 µ . Moreover, since that along every curve approaching the surface {y = 1 µ } the Kretschmann scalar becomes unbounded, space-time is inextendible there.
Maximal analytic extension of non-extremal dipole black rings
In this section we construct a Kruskal-Szekeres-type extension for the non-extremal dipole black ring and study its causal structure. The techniques employed here follow closely the work done in [7] , [8] for different black ring configurations. The main results presented below will be based on the theorems and proofs resultant from a lengthly geodesic analysis carried out at the end of this section.
The extension
To construct the maximal extension of this space-time we ought to construct Kruskal-Szekeres-type coordinates that are valid around each bifurcate Killing horizon at y = y ± . We note that in the nonextremal case ν = λ and hence G(y), given in (2.3), has two first order zeros corresponding to each distinct horizon. The extension across each Killing horizon takes essentially the same form, so in what follows we denote any of the two horizons y ± by y h .
We start by introducing new ingoing and outgoing coordinates (v, u) in the same fashion as in [15] , i.e.
and further introduce a new angular coordinateψ as
where σ and a are constants to be adjusted by demanding regularity and analyticity of the new metric.
In terms of the new coordinates (v, u,ψ, φ, x) the original coordinate differentials can be expressed as
where we have defined
Furthermore, the metric coefficients in these new coordinates read
The Jacobian of the coordinate transformation (3.1) above is simply 6) and hence the determinant of the metric in this new coordinate system reads
Now, due to H(y) the determinant has a second order zero at y = y h leading to a singular metric as y → y h . In order to remove this degeneracy we introduce new coordinates (v,û) as in [13] v = e γv ,û = e −γu . (3.8)
Thus, the coordinate differentials become 9) while the Jacobian of this transformation reads 10) leading to the determinant of the new metric in coordinates (v,û,ψ, x, φ)
We now note that for y > y h , the productvû satisfies the relation 12) therefore, in order to remove the degeneracy in the determinant (3.11) at y = y h we choose 2γσ = 1 giving rise tovû = (y − y h ) = σH(y). It now suffices to show that all the metric coefficients are analytic in the regions { 1 µ < y < y + } and {y − < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1} depending on y h . The components of the metric tensor in the coordinate system (v,û,ψ, φ, x) are given by
It is clear by looking at (3.5) that such will be case if there is a multiplicative factor of (y − y h ) 2 in the components g vv , g uu and a factor of (y − y h ) in g vψ , g uψ and in g vu . This demands that the following linear system of equations must be solved:
14)
After some algebra we find that a and σ must take the values
Comparing these expressions with (2.11) we can identify a = Ω ± and γ = κ ± . This is a generic feature in the construction of Kruskal-Szekeres-type coordinates for non-extremal black hole spacetimes [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [7] , [8] . We will now explain below how to build up the full extended space-time using these coordinates. The causal structure for the non-extremal dipole black ring is depicted in Fig.1 and resembles very closely that of the 4-dimensional ReissnerNordström black hole. Even though this diagram is the main result of the following sections it is instructive to present it beforehand for clarity of explanation. This picture has been constructed taking into consideration the causal properties described in the sections below and using the following iterative method. Suppose that we start in the region {y + < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1} that we have denoted by M I and introduce coordinates (v + ,û + ,ψ + ) defined as above, where we have written the index + to emphasize that we should take y h = y + . Then the above construction implies that we have produced an analytic Lorentzian metric on the set
Causal structure
where the horizon {y = y + } sits atv +û+ = 0. It follows that the map
is an orientation-preserving analytic isometry of the analytically extended metric onΩ + and hence we can construct a manifold M 1 obtained by gluing together two isometric copies of (M I , g + ) and Ω + equipped with the same Lorentzian metric g + constructed above. We have denoted the second copy of Fig.1 ). The metric g + breaks down atv +û+ =
, thus in the region M IV where {v + > 0,û + > 0} we introduce new coordinates
. This implies that the construction above has now produced another analytic Lorentzian metric on the setΩ 19) where the horizon y = y − is now atv −û− = 0. With the same map (3.18) but with the index + exchanged with − we can construct a manifold M 2 equipped with the metric g − obtained by gluing together Ω − and two isometric copies of M V , and hence
overlaps with M 1 in M IV excluding its boundary. Similarly, in the region {v − > 0,û − > 0} the metric g − breaks down at y = y + and we could introduce again (v + ,û + ,ψ + ) coordinates obtaining a new patch M 3 . We label each overlapping patch as M n , where for n odd we should introduce (v + ,û + ,ψ + ) and for n even (v − ,û − ,ψ − ) coordinates. We name the space-time constructed by gluing together an infinite number of overlapping patches M n as (M,g).
Black hole and white hole regions
With an extension across the Killing horizons y = y ± one can easily show the existence of black hole and white hole regions when crossing the surfaces {y = y ± }. In order to do so, note that
is valid in either of the regions {y + < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1} and { 1 µ < y < y−} where G(y) is negative and by analyticity it remains valid in the region {y − < y < y + } where G(y) is positive. Thus (3.20) shows that the surfaces {y = y ± } are null hypersurfaces with y being a time function in the region {y − < y < y + }. If we now take any patch M n with odd n, the usual choice of time orientation implies that along any future directed causal curve in the set {v + > 0,û + > 0 ∪v − < 0,û − < 0} y is strictly decreasing and similarly in the set {v + < 0,û + < 0 ∪v − > 0,û − > 0} y is strictly increasing. This means that, with respect to an observer in the asymptotic flat region, say M I , B := {v + > 0,û + > 0} is a black hole region since no future directed causal curve that crossed to M IV can cross back to M I as y cannot increase along such curves, conversely, future directed causal curves are forced to leave the set W := {v + < 0,û + < 0} and hence these represent white hole regions. The arguments are similar for the regions covered by the patches M n with even n.
The topology of the event horizon
As the metric (2.2) is regular everywhere in the d.o.c. (M I ) it is expected that the event horizon H + exactly coincides with the Killing horizon at y = y + . In order to show that this is exactly the case define the Killing vectors K i , i = 1, 2, 3 as ∂ t , ∂ ψ , ∂ φ respectively. Then, one can compute the "area function" defined as the determinant of the matrix g(K i , K j ), which reads
Now, since x is confined to the region −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 then G(x) is always positive, hence the sign of (3.21) depends only on y. Starting in the d.o.c., where G(y) is negative, one can easily see that at any point p in this region the set of vectors spanned by the Killing vectors K i must be timelike. But, any event horizon crossing this region must be a null hypersurface invariant under all isometries where every Killing vector must be tangent to it. However, as we have stressed above, at each point we may construct a timelike Killing vector which by definition is not tangent to a null hypersurface. Therefore, as expected, the event horizon H + must coincide with the Killing horizon at y = y + with topology S 1 × S 2 . If we had instead started in M V we could have proceeded similarly and shown that the event horizon H − coincided with the Killing horizon at y = y − .
Maximality
In this section we wish to show that the extension (M,g) is a maximal analytical extension of the space-time (M, g). We start by recalling a useful definition:
) is said to be an extension of a space-time (M, g) if there exists a map Ψ : M →M such that Ψ * g = g and Ψ(M) =M, and is said to be maximal if no such extensions exist.
A natural way to prove maximality is then to demonstrate the inextendibility of a given spacetime (M,g). The usual method of doing so is to show that every causal geodesic γ(s) within (M,g) is complete, meaning that it can be extended to infinite affine parameter s, or that it hits a real curvature singularity in finite affine time, beyond which space-time is inextendible. In fact, one can restrict the study of causal geodesics to timelike geodesics by first noting that the existence of a curvature singularity implies the existence of a scalar invariant that diverges as the singularity is approached by following any geodesic γ(s) and second, that a scalar invariant, which remains unchanged under coordinate transformations, can be constructed using local geometric objects (an example of such is the Kretschmann scalar computed in (2.13)). Then, one can show that the following proposition holds true (see [7] , section 4.3):
With this in mind, we show in Sec.3.7 below that every timelike geodesic γ(s) is complete within (M,g). This is due to the fact that, since in the region { 1 µ < y < y − } ∂ t is a timelike Killing vector field, the curvature singularity {y = 1 µ } is a timelike hypersurface acting as a repellent to timelike geodesics, but not to null and spacelike geodesics nor non-geodesic curves. Thus (M,g) is a timelike complete but not a causal geodesically complete space-time. This particular feature had already been observed in the 4-dimensional Reissner-Nordström black hole [14] , [22] . This then allows us to write down the following theorem:
) is a maximal analytical extension of the non-extremal dipole black ring spacetime (M I , g).
Non-global hyperbolicity
It is a general feature of space-times with a similar causal structure as the one presented above to be non-globally hyperbolic. This is because any two consecutive copies of M n for odd n are separated by a copy of M n with even n which contains a white whole region. Then, since each copy of M n for odd n contains an asymptotically flat region, and hence geodesics which are fully contained in it, every space-like surface one could imagine defining on M n 1 with n 1 odd will not be crossed by the geodesics contained in the asymptotically flat region of any other M n . However, we can show global hyperbolicity if we restrict ourselves to the d.o.c., to be more precise, one can show that:
The space-time given by any copy of (M n , g + ) for odd n is globally hyperbolic.
The proof of this statement readily follows from the global hyperbolicity of the neutral limit which was proven in ( [7] , section 4.4). The difference being that now G(ξ) in [7] should be replaced byĜ(ξ), as given in (2.12), and that in the regions M II , M IV null geodesics instead of hitting the curvature singularity are now forced to leave these regions to the past and to the future respectively according to the geodesic analysis carried out below, never to return, sinceẏ is a time function there.
Geodesic analysis
In this section we wish to show that causal geodesics parametrized by
can be infinitely extended in their affine parameter s within the space-times (M,g) constructed above or hit the curvature singularity, more precisely, we ought to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5 All maximally extended causal geodesics in (M,g) are either complete or reach the singular boundary {y = 1 µ } in finite affine time.
We will show that this theorem holds true for non-extremal dipole black rings by considering the geodesic equations obtained from the Lagrangian
where the 'dot' represents a derivative with respect to s, and the constants of motion
from which we can write down the following identities:
where we have rescaled L → 2L to avoid useless factors of 2. Now, due to the similarity of the form of the metric (2.2) with the neutral case, the analysis of the geodesics of the non-extremal dipole black ring is very similar to that of the neutral black ring, which have been extensively studied in [7] . In fact, if we split up the y axis into different intervals, it will only be in the region { 1 µ ≤ y < y − } that the arguments of [7] cannot be modified to include this case. Therefore, we will only outline the main arguments in the remaining intervals and ask the reader to check [7] for a more detailed analysis, while the interval { 1 µ ≤ y < y − } will be analyzed carefully here. We will be mainly concerned with timelike geodesics but some of the results presented here will also concern any causal geodesic. Moreover, our analysis will only be restricted to the two patches M 1 , M 2 , since as explained above, the entire space-time can be covered by infinitely many copies of these regions.
Geodesics in the region {(y + + ) < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1}
In this interval we have that G(y) is negative while F (y) is positive for negative y and negative for positive y. We further assume that > 0. We wish to show that the following statement is true: Proposition 3.6 For any > 0, maximally extended geodesics within the region {(y + + ) ≤ y ≤ −1} are either complete, or acquire a smooth endpoint at {y = y + + }.
If we first consider geodesics that approach the asymptotically flat region, that is, lim s→∞ (x(s)−y(s)) = 0, then such geodesics remain in that region and are maximally extended there. Therefore assume that |x − y| > 0 and consider the geodesic segment {−2 ≤ y(s) ≤ −1}. In this case we can introduce well behaved polar type coordinate near the axes of rotation G(y) = 0 and G(x) = 0 as 29) and then rewrite (3.28) as
Now, since the coefficients of the two first terms on the RHS of Eq.(3.30) are bounded from above and away from zero and since the LHS is also bounded, we have a bound onω 2 +θ 2 . Moreover a non-zero p φ prevents x from approaching −1, unless x−y → 0, similarly, a non-zero p ψ prevents y from approaching −1. Also, from (3.25)-(3.27) we can find bounds on |ψ|, |φ| when p φ or p ψ are non-zero and from (3.30) otherwise. This implies that there exists a constant C 1 such thaṫ
Furthermore, taking now the segment {y + < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −2}, making the transformation Y = − 1 y as explained in Sec.2, such that we have an analytic metric through the ergosurface, and proceeding similarly we find thatṫ
and therefore those geodesics in this region obey the properties of Prop.3.6.
Geodesics in the region {y − < y(s) < y + }
In this region we have that G(y) is positive while F (y) is negative, thus we rewrite (3.28) as
where
Our goal here is to show the veracity of the proposition below:
Proposition 3.7 Maximally extended causal geodesics in the region {y − < y(s) < y + } reach the bifurcate Killing horizons {v ±û± = 0} in finite affine time and are smoothly extendible there.
Now, as explained in the discussion around (3.20) , y is a time function in this region and strictly decreasing for future directed causal curves, thus geodesics entering this region are directed towards the inner horizon y = y − . Also, since the RHS of (3.33) is positive, we have that
Choosing proper time as the parameter along γ(s) for timelike geodesics we obtain L = −2 (since we have sent L → 2L) and thus the proper length L along the curve γ(s) satisfies the following relation for some constant ε:
Hence, future directed timelike geodesics after crossing y = y + reach y = y − in finite proper time except ifẏ andθ become unbounded as y → y ± . One then needs to show that in factẏ,θ are bounded in this region and moreover, to get extendibility across the Killing horizons, that the remaining componentṡ γ µ are also bounded in the appropriate coordinate system. In order to adapt the arguments of [7] to the case under consideration one needs to split the set {y − < y(s) < y + } into two sets as {y − + ≤ y(s) < y + } and {y − < y(s) ≤ y + − } for some > 0 since none of the coordinate systems (v ± ,û ± ) is simultaneously valid at both surfaces {y = y ± }. The analysis is the same for both so we focus on the set {y − + ≤ y(s) < y + }. Here, we introduce the coordinates (v + ,û + ,ψ + ) and from the relations (3.8), (3.1) and (3.2) we have that as
where we have defined the functions α(x, y) and β(x, y) as
Now, looking at (3.37) we see thatψ + is well behaved at y = y + since the factor of (y − y + ) in the numerator cancels out the one coming from G(y). On the other hand,v + andu + may diverge as y → y + sincev +û+ = 0 there. So we proceed by noting that the functions α(x, y) and β(x, y) appear naturally in the Lagrangean, to see this we rewrite (3.28) explicitly as
The aim now is to show that the LHS of the equation above has a limit as y → y + and furthermore that from herev andu also have a limit as y → y + . To do this we first note that in the region under consideration y is a time function as it is decreasing along any future directed causal geodesic and thuṡ y has a constant sign. This means that y can be used as a parameter along the geodesics. Hence, by considering the Euler-Lagrange equations for y derived from the Lagrangean (3.23) and taking y as the parameter along such curves, one can find after a series of manipulations (see [7] ) the relation
where we have used the definition ofĜ(ξ) given in (2.12), and
Note that Eq.(3.40) holds whatever the sign of F (y)G(y) might be. In the region of current interest we take the − sign on the RHS. If we now definê
then (3.40) takes the form
We then have two cases to consider:
If this condition is imposed then by looking at (3.41) we get that the RHS of (3.43) is bounded. Using the relation betweenẏ andĥ, i.e., Eq.(3.42) we obtain a bound on |ẏ| such that
Inserting this into Eq.(3.33) we obtainθ
hence, if p φ = 0 then x never approaches ±1 and thus if p φ = 0 or otherwise we find a bound on |θ|.
Moreover plugging in (3.44) into (3.37) we find that
where C 5 vanishes if p t = 0. From here we obtainv + = ρ(y)û + for some function ρ(y) which has a finite limit as y → y + . Feeding this back into (3.37), and since this is also valid in set {y − < y(s) ≤ y + − }, we get |v
and hence smooth extendibility of the geodesics at y = y + follows.
Case 2:
In this case looking at Eq.(3.41) we see that the most singular term as y → y + is the third term on the RHS, hence using (3.40) we obtain,
which by integration leads tô
Then, from Eq.(3.42) we find that,
where x + := lim y→y + x(y), and hence |ẏ| is bounded. We now need to know how x + is attained so that a bound onθ can be found. From (3.33) multiplied by (ds/dy) 2 we get that Inserting this into (3.33) we obtainθ
To show thatθ does not diverge at y = y + we further need the Euler-Lagrange equation for x. As in the y case, after a series of rearrangements we find
(3.55)
Now, multiplying (3.54) by ds/dy and using Eq.(3.53) we find (see [7] ) and moreover lim y→y + β(x, y) = 0 since RC(1 + y + )p t − p ψ = 0. So suppose first that this holds with the + sign. We can write
and again from Eq.(3.39) we find that the limit
exists, thus we can writeu
for some function ρ(s). By integrationû + has a non-zero limit as y → y + and thus |u + | is bounded. Moreover, sincev +û+ = 0 at the horizon then we must havev + = 0 and Eq.(3.39) shows that |v + | is also bounded. Thus, since this analysis is valid as well for the set {y − < y(s) ≤ y + − }, we have that in generalv ± +û ± + |v
Similar arguments apply if we had taken the − sign in (3.57). This completes the proof of Prop.3.7.
Geodesics in the region
In this region we have that both G(y) and F (y) are negative and we assume that > 0. Then equation (3.28) can be written as
(3.61)
We now want to show the following proposition:
Proposition
From here we can conclude two things, since the RHS is positive and the LHS is constant and as we approach the singularity the last term on RHS diverges we must have that p φ = 0 for any geodesic reaching y = 1 µ . Moreover, since L < 0 for timelike geodesics and the RHS is positive then we conclude that timelike geodesics cannot reach the singularity. Hence we can write down the following lemma: Lemma 3.9 Causal geodesics reaching the singularity must be null and have p φ = 0.
We now want to show that a subset of this special class of null geodesics reaches y = 1 µ in finite affine time. For this we rewrite (3.61) with L = 0 and p φ = 0 as
Thus, since the first two terms on the RHS are negative and the LHS is positive, there exists a constant C 11 > 0 such thatẏ
where we have chosen the − sign because we are interested in geodesics directed towards the singularity. Choosing s as an affine parameter along these curves we arrive at
Hence, these geodesics hit the singularity in finite affine time except ifẏ andθ become unbounded before reaching that set. We will see below that this possibility cannot occur. However, when writing Eq.(3.64) and Eq.(3.65) we have assumed two things. Firstly, that neither p t nor p ψ vanish simultaneously and secondly, thatẏ has a constant negative sign, or equivalently, that there are no turning points wherė y = 0 for some y 0 ∈ ( 1 µ + ε, y − − ε) with small ε > 0. With respect to the first assumption, due to the geodesic analysis which will be carried out in Sec.4.1.1 for zero energy (p t = 0) null geodesics, we have that if p φ = p ψ = 0 then from Eq.4.8 it necessarily impliesẋ =ẏ = 0, and moreover from Eqs.(3.25)-(3.27),γ µ = 0, so we can ignore this case. With respect to the turning points, it is a hard task, in general, to deduce their existence, nevertheless, in the case p φ = p t = 0 and p ψ = 0 one can check, from the analysis of Sec.4.1.1 (see Eq.(4.9) ), that the only turning point is at the ergosurface {y = ±∞} if c = 0, in fact, for these geodesics we have thatθ is always bounded and equal to zero. Therefore, in the region of current interest there are no turning points when p φ = p t = c = 0, p ψ = 0 and thus these geodesics reach the singularity in finite affine time 5 . Hence (M,g) is not a causal geodesically complete space-time. In the case where c = 0 and p ψ = 0 the turning point will depend on the ratio c/p 2 ψ , which we can adjust either if we want a turning point in the region { 1 µ < y(s) < y − } or if we do not. Thus, not all null geodesics with p φ = 0 will reach the singularity. Now, we consider geodesic segments for which y(s) ≥ 1 µ + ε, with any ε > 0. In this case, looking at Eq.(3.61), there exists a constant C 12 such that
It follows from here that a non-zero p φ prevents x from approaching ±1, thus, since that the coefficients ofẏ 2 andẋ 2 are bounded from above and away from zero we have thaṫ This, together with the bounds onẏ andθ towards y → y − which will be derived in the next section, concludes the proof of Prop.3.8.
We would like to end this section by noting that a similar lemma to 3.9 can be written down for the neutral case. In order to do so note that in the neutral limit µ = λ andĜ(ξ) reduces to (2.12), thus we are working in the region {y − < y(s) < y + } as above but now with y − representing the curvature singularity. So from (3.41), looking at the leading order terms close to y = 1 λ , and from Eqs.(3.43),(3.42) we obtainẏ ≤ ε |F (y)| , (3.69) 5 In fact one can precisely calculate the proper time (∆s) for such geodesics to hit the singularity. For this we take (4.9) and integrate it for a fixed x = x0 from the ergosurface sitting at y = +∞ to the curvature singularity at y = for some ε > 0, which is valid for both timelike and null geodesics. Rewriting Eq.(3.33) in the neutral limit leads to
Now, the first term on the LHS of (3.70) is bounded as y → 1 λ due to (3.69) and moreover the RHS is bounded and positive, thus, since the second term on the LHS is negative and the third necessarily diverges as y → 1 λ we must have p φ = 0 for causal geodesics reaching the singularity. Thus we can write down the lemma: This is similar to the geodesic structure of the 4-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole, where causal geodesics that hit the singularity must have zero angular momentum (see [14] ).
Geodesics in the regions {y + < y(s) ≤ 2y + } and { y − 2 ≤ y(s) < y − } In these regions both G(y) and F (y) are negative and thus we rewrite (3.28) as
and we wish to show that Note that geodesics which stay bounded away from y ± have been considered in the previous analysis so assume that there exists a sequence of s i →ŝ such that y(s i ) → y ± . Now, to show that the above statement is true first note that ξ ± , given in (2.10), are the Killing vector fields 6 tangent to the horizons y = y ± , and since the horizons are non-degenerate, ξ ± are timelike for a small enough region close to y = y ± . Hence we must have for any future directed causal geodesic that g(ξ ± ,γ) < 0, which implies
Alternatively, suppose that at y = y ± , RC(1 + y ± )p t − p ψ = 0. In this case we have that
Inserting this into Eq.(3.72) implies that as y → y ± the last term on the LHS vanishes. Noting that the first four terms on the LHS are positive and in the case of timelike geodesics the RHS is negative, then such geodesics cannot reach the horizon. Moreover if null geodesics are to reach the horizon they must satisfyẏ =θ = p φ = p t = 0 at y = y ± . But then p t = 0 implies that the last term on LHS vanishes always due to (3.74) and thus thatẏ =θ = 0 always. Therefore we conclude again (3.73). Now, the analysis for both regions {y + < y(s) ≤ 2y + } and { y − 2 ≤ y(s) < y − } is essentially the same so we focus on the region {y + < y(s) ≤ 2y + }. We continue by noting that Eq.(3.40) holds for any interval of s for whichẏ does not change sign. We now want to show that for future directed causal geodesics sufficiently close to the horizonẏ is negative. So suppose not, that there will be increasing sequences {s
Then from Eq.(3.41) and Eq.(3.43) there exists a y * > y + and ε > 0 such that for all y ∈ (y + , y * ) we have
(3.76)
Integrating this givesĥ
which contradicts the original assumption thatẏ(s ± i ) = 0 and henceẏ is strictly negative sufficiently close to the event horizon. We note that if we had considered the region { y − 2 < y(s) ≤ y − } we would had foundẏ to be strictly positive. Now, as in the region {y − < y(s) < y + } we find Eq.(3.50), i.e., |ẏ| is bounded away from zero. Moreover, from (3.72) multiplied by (ds/dy) 2 This resembles the geodesic structure of the 4-dimensional RN black hole (see [14] ), where we also have timelike completeness.
Geodesics at the Killing horizons y = y ±
In terms of the coordinates (v ± ,û ± ,ψ ± ) the Killing horizons sit at {v ±û± = 0}. Hence if a timelike geodesic γ(s) satisfies γ(s) ∈ {v ±û± = 0} for some s and if dv ± ds and dû ± ds are different than zero then the geodesic γ(s) will enter one of the regions analyzed above and hence is complete, otherwise, in the case where dv ± ds or dû ± ds = 0, the geodesics must be lightlike since these geodesics correspond to the null generators of the bifurcate Killing horizons H ± , which have been shown to be complete [23] . Now, collecting the results in all regions completes the proof of Theo.3.5 and hence of Theo.3.3 for the non-extremal case.
Extensions for extremal dipole black rings
In the extremal case λ = ν ≡ y −1 h and the function G(y) acquires a second order zero at y = y h . Global coordinates are more difficult to find, nevertheless, we can construct different Eddington-Finkelsteintype extensions for extremal dipole black rings. In this section, this task will be carried out using the methods developed in [20] , [21] , [8] . Later, using one of these extensions we introduce a set of ingoing (v,ψ) and outgoing (u,ψ) coordinates, valid inside the ergoregion and the horizon, and use the coordinate system (t, y) introduced in (2.2), also valid outside the ergosurface, to construct the full causal diagram and analyze some of its properties.
Eddington-Finkelstein-type coordinates
Here we construct ingoing and outgoing coordinates for the dipole black ring using two different methods. First, we find a solution for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation representing zero energy null geodesics and then use these to construct a new coordinate system valid for both extremal and nonextremal dipole black rings. This approach was first done in [20] for doubly-spinning black rings. Second, we construct a different set of coordinates for extremal dipole black rings using a method which was originally developed for taking the near-horizon limit of extremal black hole solutions [21] but later shown that it could also be used for the complete solution of the doubly-spinning black ring [8] .
Following zero energy null geodesics
The starting point of the construction is to consider the Hamiltonian for a particle moving in the background g, which can be constructed from the Lagrangean (3.23) in the following way
where p ν is the conjugate momenta derived from (3.23), and its associated Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation
Now, in order to find separable solutions to Eq.(4.2) we first need the conjugate momenta p µ which can be easily obtained from the Lagrangean (3.23) and read
As noted in Sec.3, the three constants p t , p ψ , p φ are the conserved charges associated with the Killing vector fields ∂ t , ∂ ψ , ∂ φ and hence conserved along any geodesic. The Hamiltonian (4.1) is a 5-dimensional system so we need 5 constants of motion in order to have complete integrability of the system. The fourth one can be acquired by imposing the mass shell condition g µν p µ p ν = −m 2 , while the remaining one can in principle be obtained from the HJ equation. From what has been said, we now make an ansatz
where S x (x) and S y (y) are arbitrary functions of x and y respectively. This ansatz is the same as the one taken in [20] for doubly spinning black rings and should in principle also leave the HJ equation into a separable form due to the similarity between both metrics. Inserting the ansatz into Eq.(4.2) we obtain
After a short inspection of this equation one can easily realize that it is not possible in general to separate the m 2 and E terms. So, to get out some form of separability we restrict ourselves to zero energy (E = 0) null geodesics (m = 0) leading to
where c is a constant, which has the physical interpretation of being the extra conserved quantity associated with these geodesics, and describes all possible zero energy null geodesics. Now, we want to show that these geodesics go through the horizon and then use them to construct extensions valid through the future and past event horizons. So, plugging in p x and p y given in (4.4) into Eq.(4.7) we obtain the following two equations governing the geodesics along the x and y directions:
The analysis of these geodesics is essentially the same as for the neutral singly spinning case studied in [20] . We have three cases to consider:
First note that, looking at (4.8), since F (x) and G(x) are always positive we must have that c ≥ 0 since otherwise we could not have any solution forẋ. This implies, from (4.8) , that these geodesics are only physically realizable in the ergoregion. Now, taking c = 0, since F (x) > 0 we must have p φ = 0 in order to have a solution forẋ. Also, since F (y) < 0 we must have p ψ = 0 if we want to have a path at all. Therefore, from (4.8) we obtaiṅ
Also, since F (y) < 0 in the ergoregion, the only turning pointẏ = 0 is at the ergosurface where F (y) → +∞ 7 . Thus such paths represent geodesics that came from the past event horizon turned around at the ergosurface and eventually crossed the future event horizon.
Case 2: c > 0 and p φ = 0. In this case, since G(y) < 0 in the ergoregion, the turning pointẏ = 0 moves inwards towards the horizon as the ratio c/p 2 ψ is increased. Also since cG(x) > 0 everywhere x can take in value on the interval −1 ≤ x ≤ 1. Thus these solutions correspond to geodesics that rotate around the S 2 as they fall into the horizon.
Case 3: c>0 and p φ > 0. In this case, the behavior in the y direction remains qualitatively the same but the motion in the x direction changes. It is easy to check that since p φ = 0 and F (x) > 0 the range of x is shortened as p 2 φ /c is increased. These geodesic fall into the horizon but their movement in the S 2 is restricted to a shorter x interval.
Knowing that these geodesics do go through the horizon, we now want to use them to construct ingoing and outgoing null coordinates regular at the horizon. In order to accomplish this task note first that zero energy null geodesics must satisfy the equations of motion given by Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) and (4.8) and reaḋ
where we have defined the functions
Note that we have taken the − sign in the expression forẏ in order to obtain ingoing coordinates, outgoing coordinates can be obtained by just flipping the sign in the end. We want to find a set of coordinates which are constant along these geodesics, moreover, if we want to preserve the x, y symmetry of the original metric (2.2) we must find functions η i (x, y) for i = t, ψ, φ such thaṫ 12) and hence the coordinates v = t−η t ,ψ = ψ −η ψ andφ = φ−η φ will be constant along these geodesics. Inserting (4.10) into (4.12) it is straightforward to find that the functions η i (x, y) must satisfy 13) where the choice x 0 = 0 and y 0 being the turning point of geodesic assures a well defined integral. The resulting coordinate differentials are thus:
Performing this coordinate transformation on the original metric (2.2) yields a new metric in coordinates (v, y,ψ, x,φ) which reads:
Since the Jacobian of the transformation (4.14) is equal to one and the coefficients of this new metric are analytic at y = y h then so are the coefficients of the inverse metric and hence we can extend the space-time smoothly across the Killing horizons. Also, in the simplest case where p φ = 0, c = 0 and p ψ > 0 we obtain the coordinate differentials (2.9) and the metric reduces to
As a final comment we note that these coordinates are not of the Eddington-Finkelstein-type in the usual sense since they are only valid in the ergoregion (and also inside the horizon) where F (y) < 0, which is clear from the square root term in g vψ in (4.16). Below we construct coordinates of the same type which cover the full original space-time given in (2.2).
Near-horizon limit-type extension
As in [21] , [8] we must start with a metric in the form 17) where the functions g tt , g ti should vanish at the horizon y h that we want to extend through and have the following behavior
where f t , f i , h are well behaved functions and non-zero at y = y h . The dipole black ring metric (2.2) does not satisfy the requirement that g tt , g ti should vanish at the horizon with second order and first order zeros respectively, so we begin by performing the transformation
where a is a constant to be adjusted. The requirement of such behavior implies again that a should be given as in (3.16) and hence the metric takes the form of (4.16), where Φ i = (ψ, φ). The metric is still singular at y = y h , so in order to remove the singularity at the horizon we introduce a new set of coordinates (v, z, ϕ) such that
where a(y) and b(y) are functions to be chosen shortly. The Jacobian of the transformation is simply equal to one so we just need to check that the metric functions are well behaved. As in [21] , [8] we now make the choice
The metric coefficients then take the form
The metric functions g vv , g vϕ and g vy are well behaved, hence, in order to obtain a smooth metric at y = y h we must require 23) leading to the following system of equations 25) with gψψ = g ψψ as given by the coordinates in (2.2). After cumbersome calculations one can find that the above system of equations can be solved by choosing one of the two possible triads 26) where the + sign corresponds to an extension through the future event horizon and the − sign to an extension through the past event horizon. The causal structure of the extremal dipole black ring is depicted in Fig.2 and resembles the four dimensional extremal ReissnerNordström black hole. We obtained this diagram using some of the results in the sections below and by the following iterative procedure. First define the original space time in the coordinates of (2.2) as M I , which covers the interval {y h < y ≤ −1}. Next, introduce ingoing coordinates (v I ,ψ I ) in this region as in (2.9) with λ = ν = y −1 h , where the index I denotes the region I where (v,ψ) have been introduced. The metric becomes analytic at the future event horizon y = y h and hence also analytic in M IV which covers { 1 µ < y < y h }, with the form (4.16). The coordinate v I belongs to the interval (−∞, ∞) but can be extended through {v I = ±∞} by changing to outgoing coordinates described below. Similarly, instead of introducing initially the coordinates (v I ,ψ I ), we could have introduced outgoing coordinates (u I ,ψ I ) of the form 27) and analytically continued through the past event horizon to the region denoted by M II . The metric (4.16) takes the same form but the component g yψ acquires an overall minus sign. In this new region where { 1 µ < y < y h } we can transform back to coordinates (t, ψ) given in (2.2) by using the inverse transformation which can be obtained from (4.27) . If we now introduce again (v II ,ψ II ) coordinates we see that the surfaces {v II = +∞} and {v I = −∞} are identified. Moreover, in the region M IV we can introduce (t, ψ) coordinates and then outgoing coordinates (u IV ,ψ IV ) which allows us to cross the surface {v II = +∞} to a new asymptotic flat region denoted by M III . If we define M 1 = M I ∪ M II ∪ M III ∪ M IV , we can then construct the remaining diagram by patching together infinite copies of M 1 labeled as M n . We name the space-time so constructed as (M,g).
Causal structure
du =dt + RC(1 + y) F (y) −F (y) G(y) dy, dψ =dψ − F (y) −F (y) G(y) dy,(4.
Black hole and white hole regions
To show that the sets B := {M IV } and W := {M II } are black hole and white hole regions with respect to an observer in M I we cannot use the same arguments as in the discussion around (3.20) because since now G(y) has a second order zero at y = y h it does not change sign when crossing to the region y < y h . Therefore we proceed differently. We introduce yet another set of coordinates, which will be useful for the purpose, which can be obtained by combining the (v, u) coordinates defined in both transformations (2.9) and (4.27). The metric coefficients take the same form as in (3.5) but now with a = 0 and
Inspecting (3.5) we see that the metric functions are well behaved in the interval {y h < y < −∞} and inclusively at y = y h but the determinant is singular there, as in most of the double null forms of the metrics known in the literature [24] , [22] . Now, by the method explained above we can analytically continue from M I to M IV , where we can change back to (t, ψ) coordinates and then introduce (v IV , u IV ) coordinates in the way defined above 8 . In terms of these coordinates we note that the coordinate differential dt is given by (3.3), thus we have thatṫ
Moreover, for future directed causal geodesics in the region M IV we must haveṫ > 0 since t is a time function there, and in fact in every region of the space-time since G(y) never changes sign, and thuṡ v +u > 0. Also, integrating Eqs. (2.9) and (4.27) we obtain 30) where K(y) is a complicated function of y that as y → y h , K(y) → −∞ if we approach y h from above and K(y) → +∞ if otherwise. From (4.30) and from the behavior of K(y) as y → y h we see that the horizon that separates the regions M IV from M I is reached when u → −∞. We wish now to show that future directed causal geodesics in M IV cannot cross back to M I through the surface {u = −∞}. From (4.27) we can also obtainu
Therefore, for future directed causal geodesics approaching y h from below we must have that at least close to y h ,ẏ > 0 if the geodesic is to cross the horizon, in fact, we show this explicitly in the section below. This implies thatu > 0 for future directed causal geodesics crossing the horizon, and that from (4.30) v → +∞. Hence, as t increases, these geodesics get further away from the surface {u = −∞} and are forced to cross the surface {v = +∞}. Thus they cannot cross back to M I . Similar arguments apply to M II and thus B and W are indeed black hole and white hole regions with respect to an observer in M I , as long as the Killing horizon coincides with the event horizon, which we will show below to be the case. A more general argument which applies to this case also is given in [10] (section 5.7).
Horizon topology, maximality and non-global hyperbolicity
The arguments for this section follow closely the ones in Sec.3. We start by noting that since G(y) is always negative there must exist always a timelike combination of Killing vector fields in the d.o.c., and thus the event horizon must coincide with the Killing horizon with topology S 1 × S 2 .
Regarding maximality, we can show that a part of the geodesic analysis done in the non-extremal case in Sec.(3) holds here, more specifically, Prop.3.7 holds in the region {y h < y < +∞} ∪ {−∞ < y ≤ −1} and Prop.3.8 holds in the region { 1 µ ≤ y(s) ≤ (y h − )}. However, extendibility of geodesics in the regions {y h < y(s) ≤ 2y h } and { y h 2 ≤ y(s) < y h } is harder to prove but some results can be obtained. Taking the region {y h < y(s) ≤ 2y h } as an example, we first note that for future directed causal curves crossing the horizon we must have g(ξ h ,γ) < 0 implying again Eq.(3.73), moreover Eq.(3.43) is valid in the extremal case, so using the argument of (3.75) we now find
which by integration givesĥ 
From Eq.(3.42) we now finḋ
where x h := lim y→y h x(y), thus |ẏ| is bounded away from zero. Note that we have written Eq.(4.36) with a ± sign. In the present context we should take the − sign, whereas in the region { y h 2 < y(s) < y h } we should take the + sign. However, finding a uniform bound on |θ| is more complicated. Since |ẏ| is bounded away from zero, from (3.72) multiplied by (ds/dy) 2 we find the bound (3.78), for which integration now gives
So, if maximality of the extension is to be shown, a more careful analysis is needed in order to constrain the bound (3.78) even further. However, assuming thatθ has a finite limit as y → y h , we can find uniform bounds on |v|, |ψ| by rewriting (3.72) as (3.39), then as in the non-extremal case we obtain Also, taking the − sign above and using (3.39), we find that the limit
exists. Moreover sinceẏ < 0 and hence α(x, y) < 0, only the − sign in (4.38) needs to be considered, otherwise the limit (4.39) would not exist. Thus, since the limit of (3.39) does exist then by considering the expressions forv andψ
where α(x, y) and β(x, y) are given by (3.38), we find bounds on both |v| and |ψ|. If we had instead considered outgoing (u,ψ) coordinates we would find similar bounds. This then implies that geodesics are extendible at the surfaces {v = ±∞} and {u = ±∞}. We could then follow these geodesics by systematically introducing ingoing and outgoing coordinates and proceeding as above. On the other hand, at the Killing horizon y = y h , we have thatψ − Ω h v is constant and thusψ − Ω hv = 0 at y = y h . This implies that p t = 0 from Eq.(4.40), thus choosing v as a parameter along these geodesics we find that the null generator of the horizon is complete since there is no bifurcation point. In the nonextremal case we could have also covered the entire space-time with ingoing and outgoing coordinates and showed maximality in this way, as there would be a strict enough bound onθ.
Finally, to what concerns non-global hyperbolicity, it follows, as in the non-extremal case, due to the existence of white whole regions that separate each space-time region M n for a specific value of n from the remaining ones, that the space-time (M,g) is non-globally hyperbolic.
Hidden symmetries of the dipole black ring
If a d-dimensional space-time (M, g) has less than d − 1 commuting isometries and its associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation admits a separable solution, then the space-time under consideration may have a hidden symmetry related to a higher rank Killing tensor 9 . In [20] it was shown, for singly and doubly spinning black rings, that the HJ equation admitted a separable solution only for zero energy null geodesics, which was associated with the existence of a conformal Killing (CK) tensor and a conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) tensor in a 4-dimensional space-time obtained by Kaluza-Klein reduction. The hint that lead to perform such reduction came from the fact that for a space-time with d − 2 commuting Killing vector fields, which includes all known black ring solutions, the HJ equation if separable for null geodesics can be written as
for some constant c, where both K 1 and K 2 are CK tensors, satisfying the relation
for some functionf (x, y). Then from a similar equation as Eq.(4.7), one could check that the components K tt and K ti did not affect the value of c since
where the indices i, j range over y, ψ, x, φ. This suggested that, even though the singly or doubly spinning black ring space-time did not admit a CK tensor, the space-time obtained by a Kaluza-Klein reduction along the time direction ∂ t might, since the components K tt and K ti will be removed during such procedure. Now, since we have found the same sort of separability in Sec.4.1.1 for the dipole black ring, we expect that the same kind of hidden symmetry to be present in this case. In fact we will show below that this is indeed the case.
Kaluza-Klein reduction
We want to dimensionally reduce the metric (2.2) along the ∂ t direction using the usual Kaluza-Klein method. Note that ∂ t is spacelike in the ergoregion so we are not performing a timelike reduction. Also, since the dipole black ring space-time is a solution to the action (2.1), the dimensionally reduced 4-dimensional space-time will be a solution of Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory plus an extra scalar field and an extra gauge field (see [26] , section 11). Moreover, the dimensionally reduced metric will be related to the original metric in the same way as if we had only the Einstein-Hilbert term in the original action. Hence, we can take the same ansatz as for the neutral case [20] and thus the dimensionally reduced metric is given by Prior knowledge of this C-metric-like would lead to the dipole black ring metric simply by uplifting (5.6) to 5-dimensions by means of the inverse Kaluza-Klein procedure. This metric is in fact conformally related to a metric included in a general class of metrics found in [27] , [28] 10 .
Conformal Killing tensors and conformal Killing-Yano tensors
First, note that Λ 2 (x, y) has the role of a conformal factor in the metric (5.6) since it is real and strictly positive everywhere inside the ergoregion { 1 ν < y < +∞}. Therefore the zero energy null geodesics of the 5-dimensional dipole black ring correspond exactly to the null geodesics of this C-metric-like (compare g µν p µ p ν = 0 when E = 0 with (5.6) in the case ds 2 4 = 0). Thus, we should expect a CK tensor in the lower dimensional metric by the analysis below Eq.(5.3). In fact, we can read off from (4.7) the non-vanishing K (1) and K (2) are not independent of each other, hence the most natural choice for a Killing tensor K would be to take K ≡ K (1) + K (2) . It can then be shown that K satisfies the conformal Killing equation and therefore it is indeed a CK tensor. This calculation remains valid whatever conformal factor Λ we could have taken, and in fact with indices raised K = K ij ∂ i ∂ j is diagonal and independent of the conformal factor. We can now try and find a CKY tensor from which K ij can be constructed from, that is, we look for a tensor k ij such that K ij = k ik k jl h kl . It is straightforward to see that this will be the case if we pick the tensor
with all other components vanishing. Lowering the indices we obtain the 2-form k = Λ 3 (x, y) 1
12)
It can then be shown that k satisfies the conformal Killing-Yano equation and hence it is a conformal Killing-Yano tensor. As a final comment we note that taking the hodge dual of k we can construct another CKY tensor which takes the same form as (5.12).
Summary & open questions
In this study we have shown that one can construct different types of extensions across the Killing horizons of non-extremal and extremal dipole black rings. In the non-extremal case we have show that the extension of Sec.3 is maximal and timelike complete and furthermore, based on the results for the extremal case in Sec. 4 , that an alternative extension could be constructed by patching infinite copies of ingoing and outgoing coordinates. On the other hand, maximality in the extremal case remains an open and interesting problem, in fact, the kind of logarithmic behaviour of Eq.(4.37) is normally encountered when constructing extensions in Taub-Nut space-times leading to the possibility of obtaining inequivalent extensions 11 . This issue deserves further study. We have also successfully demonstrated that the causal structure in both cases resembles that of the 4-dimensional ReissnerNordström black hole, as expected, since the doubly and singly spinning black rings resemble that of 4-dimensional Kerr and Schwarzschild black holes respectively. This shows that, to what concerns the causal relations of the full space-time, there is no essential difference between these exotic ring solutions and the known 4d black hole solutions. Moreover, we have shown that the geodesic structure of the dipole black ring is very similar to that of the singly spinning black ring and that the dipole black ring also has the same type of hidden symmetry as the neutral case, which seems to be a general property of this type of geometries. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate how easily the techniques employed here can be used to show the maximality of the extension constructed in [8] for doubly spinning black rings and also how all these considerations apply to different dipole black ring solutions of other gravity theories (for example, the ones found in [29] , [30] ) or more complicated solutions such as di-rings ( [4] , [5] ) and bi-rings ( [6] ).
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